
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

500 KWP Canal Top On-grid Solar Power Plant at Eco Park, New Town 

Kolkata 

 

INTRODUCTION 

New Town Kolkata, being a green smart city as well as a Solar City, prioritizes sustainability and environment 

and thus, endorses generation and utilization of “green energy” in order to reduce conventional energy 

consumption by a sizeable quantum. In line with this, New Town has successfully introduced multiple solar 

power projects in different locations within the township. One such solar initiative by New Town Kolkata city 

authorities is the 500KWP canal top, on-grid solar power plant installed near gate number 6 of Eco Park, the 

power generated from which is used for the lighting requirements of a considerable area of the township. 

 

 



 

PROJECT IN DETAIL 

Starting its operation on 27th April 2015, this 500 KWP Solar Power Plant is a unique intervention, in which 

solar panels are installed over a canal flowing through the city, thus minimizing the use of land parcels, as 

well as prevent loss of water by evaporation and protect the canal from getting polluted. 

The plant has 1716 solar panels or photo-voltaic (PV) modules of 295 WP capacity each to trap solar energy. 

These solar panels are held by a 14m-span steel structure to support the solar panels, as well allow for 

maintenance of the structure, and ensuring that thoroughfare through the canal continues unhindered.  

Since it is an on-grid facility, the stored solar power is transferred to the compact sub-station through 

inverters installed at the plant, which is finally supplied to the grid.  

 

The power generated by this 500 KWP solar plant is used for street lighting on a road stretch of 

approximately 27km. It covers the stretch from Akankha Crossing to Eco Park Gate 1, along the MAR 

(including service roads), Street 787 to Hanuman Mandir, and Hanuman Mandir to Street 706. The street 

lights lit by solar power from this plant include 150 triple-armed poles, 71 double-armed poles, and 355 

single-armed poles. Additionally, power from this plant is also used to light up some areas in Eco Park as 

well as for lighting the plant area. 



 

 

REMOTE MONITORING 

The functioning of the plant can be monitored remotely through computer as well as mobile app. The app 

dashboard on the computer/mobile gives a snapshot of details like: 

• Daily/weekly/Monthly/Yearly/Lifetime power generation 

• Amount of oxygen saved 

• Predicted generation value for the day 

• Carbon offset 

• Amount of greenhouse gas emission avoided (environmental benefits) 

• Device status (working of the inverters) 

• Weather status 

• Status of plant health 

The dashboard gives graphical as well as numerical representations. Given below are a few screenshot of 

the app dashboard: 

 

 



 

 

 

POWER GENERATED 

As of 22nd March 2021, the plant has generated 3,225,400 units of power. 

Till February 2021, the plant has exported 3,200,995 units of power to WBSEDCL grid.  

The average monthly power generated by the plant is 52500 units, while the average per day generation is 

1750 units. 

COST SAVINGS 

Considering the cost of electricity to be Rs 6.94/kWh, this solar power plant has saved cost to the tune of Rs 

22,384,276 as of 22nd March 2021. 

 

CARBON OFFSET 

As of 22nd March 2021, the amount of carbon offset by the plant has been 3,006,072.8 tonnes. 

 


